ЭФФЕКТЫ НЕТРАДИЦИОННЫХ МАРКЕТИНГОВЫХ СТРАТЕГИЙ

Аннотация. В маркетинге прослеживается определённая взаимосвязь — цикл адаптации потребителя к рекламе, которую он видит, и наоборот. Сложность цикла также дополнительно развивается благодаря множеству факторов, таких как языковая или культурная идентичность определенной потребительской аудитории и оригинальность или общее признание широкого использования определенных стратегий.

Целью исследования является построение характеристики нетрадиционных маркетинговых стратегий и анализ их эффективности.

Объектом исследования являются нетрадиционные маркетинговые стратегии, а предметом — влияние нетрадиционных маркетинговых стратегий на различные сферы человеческой жизни, будь то материальные или научные/идеологические по своей природе.

В ходе исследования было проанализировано 25 стратегий. Среди прочего особое внимание уделяется цифровому маркетингу, поскольку он по-прежнему считается нетрадиционной маркетинговой стратегией. Данные об этих стратегиях экстраполируются для построения социального опроса, который используется для получения дополнительных подтверждающих данных об эффективности нетрадиционного маркетинга и его влияния на общество в целом. Предполагаемые результаты должны указывать на эффективность нетрадиционного маркетинга.
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IMPACTS OF NON-TRADITIONAL MARKETING STRATEGIES
Abstract. There is a certain loop persisting throughout the marketing field as a whole – the cycle of adaptation of the customer to advertisements they see and vice versa. The cycle’s complexity is also further developed via a multitude of factors i.e., linguistic or cultural identity of a certain consumer audience and originality or common acceptance of wide-world use of certain strategies.

The aims of the research are to characterize non-traditional marketing strategies and to analyze their effectiveness.

Object of research is the untraditional marketing strategies while the subject is the impacts of untraditional marketing strategies on various fields of human life, be it material or scientific\ideological in nature.

During the research around 25 strategies is put under analysis. Among others special attention to digital marketing as it is still considered a non-traditional marketing strategy. The data about these strategies is then extrapolated to construct a social poll that is used to have more supporting data of non-traditional marketing effectiveness and its impacts on society as whole. The intended results should indicate the effectiveness of non-traditional marketing.
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Introduction

With the seemingly endless expansion of trade and brands field, the effectiveness of classical marketing is significantly reduced due to the habituation of consumers to ineffective or just simply outdated marketing strategies. The modern consumer is smart, rational, and adapts quickly to marketing strategies.

The novelty of research is backed up by the ever-changing nature of marketing in its entirety. The impacts observed in this research paper can be backtracked to specifics found out by researchers which creates a connection to previously conducted research.

The aim of this work is to characterize the non-traditional marketing strategies and to define its effectiveness. It is important however, before continuing on with the work, to state the object and the subject of research, with the object being: the untraditional marketing strategies;

While the subject is: the impacts of untraditional marketing strategies on various fields of human life, be it material or scientific\ideological in nature.
The **theoretical relevance** of the work is directly correlated to the number of fields that have an effect on the success of a marketing strategy. It is important to highlight this concept.

The **practical relevance** strives from the fact that nowadays companies prefer to keep marketing traditional as unorthodox marketing strategies have a bigger margin of risk and subsequent failure. The research paper may as a matter of fact be used as a figurative pillar in an argument that traditional and, in a sense, unoriginal marketing strategies have, aside from smaller failure chance, less potential to grip a modern consumer.

### 1 Literature Review

It came to my attention while searching for materials for my research that there are not many works, that describe the disadvantages of non-traditional marketing strategies. Most of the works analyzed for this research described experiments and theories concerning the effectiveness of the above-mentioned strategies. These works also discussed the linguistic capabilities of the non-traditional marketing while simultaneously benefiting other fields of life and society. The perplexing part of the early research was connected to the number of works describing the non-traditional marketing as a whole. This in turn severely hindered the background research as most of the articles and books mostly discussed and described the fact of existence of non-marketing strategies in general.

Breakthrough came with a book called “International consumer behavior” written by A. Coskun Samli [10], a research professor of Marketing and International Business at the University of North Florida. In all his books there is a visible pattern – he always concerned himself with new dimensions in marketing as well as with quality-of-life research which both serve their purpose in the book that was used as a cornerstone for this research. While also mentioning effects of the linguistic field on consumer behavior,
as the name suggests, Samli mainly focuses on the cultural aspect and its impact on consumer behavior.

During the analysis of previous works, it was also noted that there are many articles about specific marketing strategies or strategy types but never was the focus of the work concerned with the general understanding of what non-traditional marketing is. In my search I have accumulated data about memetics, memes themselves, specifics of non-traditional marketing communications and various innovations connected to digital field and marketing with and without pandemic-related solutions.

2 Characterizing non-traditional marketing and its areas of impact

The aim of this research is to characterize and the general understanding of what are non-traditional marketing strategies and to analyze their efficiency and impact on the fields of life. But to do that we first need to turn to basics and discuss the integral parts of marketing including both the cultural and linguistic aspects.

The American Marketing Association (AMA) describes marketing as “the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large”. This is not actual information as the term marketing just as its inner workings is ever-evolving. The AMA updates the term “marketing” and “marketing research” once in three years. The fresher definition outlines the ever so prominent position of other stakeholders in the new marketing concept.

2.1 Areas of impact

The specifics of the areas of impact of the non-traditional marketing strategies are actually quite ordinary. With that in mind it is quite easy to realize that the areas affected by non-traditional marketing are simply areas affected by in most cases any marketing strategy. Albeit there are some areas specific to non-traditional marketing due to the
unorthodox nature of the strategies implemented, such distinction eases the analysis of the general areas of impact.

No matter whether it’s positive or negative, impact of a strategy generally can be noticed through the society itself resonating within and providing a highlight of its coverage effectiveness.

2.1.1 Effect on youth culture

Another topic related to the impacts of marketing is actually connected to the cultural field occupied by the younger majority of society.

Nowadays marketing and now-realized youth culture exist in a sort of cycle where both elements feed off each other. This self-sustaining loop does not, however, limit itself to the two units engaged in it. A good example of that would be an introduction of a new social network or media outlet. A good example of that would be TikTok, a social media platform that was first met with disdain and now rounding up almost 700 million users.

It is one thing, however, to use platforms to try and promote your product and the other is to actually create content that would appeal the younger audiences and “go viral” bringing a brand more fame and popularity and subsequently more profit. Threading in this field, means threading in dangerous waters of modern trends and relationships. And that means at some point a company would have to contact memes and other media content created by internet users.

2.1.2 Memes: the good, the bad and the ugly

Memes as a word was first coined by Richard Dawkins in 1976 in his book “The Selfish Gene” with the meaning of a cultural unit that is also connected to traditions, practices and symbolism with potential for further imitation by young prospects. Nowadays it has a completely different meaning and goal but interestingly enough retains its core principles outlined by Dawkins in his work.
A good example of that is the latest global industrial accident in Suez Canal. A huge container ship called Evergreen has performed a naval maneuver that left it stuck sideways in the Canal blocking the entire route for thousands of ships in the process and hindering an already severely crippled by the pandemic global economic. Having a lot of pictures of what is happening in the Canal, internet users immediately started creating funny and sometimes relatable memes.

Sometimes all aspects of the event are covered by memes and so even a small excavator freeing up the shoreline for Evergreen got some attention from meme creators:

With a clearer understanding of how memes are ever-evolving it is only understandable why only select few brands use them successfully in marketing as they are highly contextual. The main challenge of using meme marketing is not to use product placement excessively as the volatile negative reaction at a failed attempt to meme your product into the masses has serious consequences and leaves the potential audiences with a bad taste in their mouths.

Among those who seemingly mastered this type of marketing is actually Netflix. With quite a big social media following of 6 million subscribers on Twitter and more
than 61 million on Facebook Netflix does not stop but quite on the contrary keeps on gaining followers by introducing memes in their ad campaigns every now and then:

One of the online Netflix campaigns was promoting their original horror film called Birdbox. Nowadays horror films are slowly becoming a niche genre, but with meme-filled campaign Netflix exposed the film to a broader audience. With the punchlines of memes being understandable only after watching the movie, it convinced a lot of social media users to give it a try.

Meme marketing also has a downside as it was previously mentioned. Many brands do not grasp fully the surprisingly complex conceptuality of memes. This leads to the release of unoriginal and unfunny content and may even lead to the “death of a meme”, or more plainly – loss of popularity of a specific meme template.

A victim of such marketing failure became a template taken from the cartoon called “Arthur”. Ruffles is brand of crisp chips that has been active since 1961. In an attempt to join in on the viral popularity of the memes, they posted this distasteful meme on their Twitter:
All problems and challenges that come with meme marketing are most often connected to the fact that memes created for promotional purposes have a higher margin of coming out unoriginal and simply unfunny, which in turn results in low engagement from the target audience.

As far as memes go, on the endless digital plains of the internet we may see a lot of different jokes and funny memes or any other comic or just relatable piece of media or text. But sometimes that piece of media or text can cross the line. It can be anything that could offend other people, be it sexist, misogynistic, racist or simply offensive or unacceptable by societal norms. Not much comes from one person phrasing his offensive opinion but when a brand manages to offend a cultural group or any other societal institute, they have many more repercussions to fear of.

2.2 Linguistic importance

Language use and specifics were always of paramount importance for marketing. To convey a message that a brand is trying to deliver means to have proper
communication and while that is also connected to marketing communication, the more important part here is language itself.

There is a plethora of languages globally, and it is not always as simple as “translate and deliver”. Culture- and language-specific factors vary from country to country and play a huge role in how effective your promotional material will be and how well it may be received.

To keep a consumer’s interest while also retaining all the core messages of a product in another language is may prove immensely difficult while being immensely important. Most often mistakes and language blunders come from mistranslation, lack of knowledge of slang, idioms and sometimes from the use of the wrong dialect.

A famous example of that is the time when Coca-cola was first rendered in China. It was spelled in hieroglyphs and had the pronunciation Ke-kou-ke-la which actually meant “bite the wax tadpole” or “female horse stuffed with wax” depending on which Chinese dialect is used. The same happened to Pepsi when they simply translated their slogan “Come alive with the Pepsi Generation” into Taiwanese resulting in the no less catchy “Pepsi will bring your ancestors back from the dead”.

Sometimes these blunders may concern the name of the brand product, bright examples of which are the failed advertising campaigns of Chevy Nova and Ford Pinto car lineups. When promoting their new car is South America, General Motors failed to recognize that Nova has too many connections to the Spanish phrase “No va” which means “It won’t go”. Even worse was the situation with the Pintu line, as in Brazil it flopped due to Pinto meaning in Brazillian slang “small male genitals”. After the discovery the name was promptly changed to Corcel meaning “horse” but the damage was already done. Parker also got mixed up in blunders by mangling their slogan for the Mexican market saying instead of “It won’t leak in your pocket and embarrass you” the more puzzling phrase “It won’t leak in your pants and get you pregnant”. The last example is actully a great example of careless translation as the culprit was the spanish verb “embarazar” which is not translated as “embarrass” as the marketers thought.
2.3 Cultural importance and variability

It pays to know your target audience. It pays of even more carefully analyzing intercultural advertising and product placement. International consumer behavior is a complex subject that requires intense study and with how sensitive to digital and any other public form of offenses society has become it became even more prerogative not to make a mistake in a marketing campaign. The epitome of offending someone with an activity was realized as a phenomenon called “Cancel culture”. According to the Oxford Dictionary it is “the practice of excluding somebody from social or professional life by refusing to communicate with them online or in real life, because they have said or done something that other people do not agree with”. This contemporary form of ostracism is most often practiced by the social media masses while being offended or disgusted by the activities of celebrities. This term however has recently expanded its influence on brands as well. According to the study carried out by the public relations firm Porter Novelli, no brand is immune to cancel culture and the year 2020 is an example of just that [31]. With the pandemic still being a new thing, everyone had to get used to and social unrest surrounding George Floyd’s murder in Minneapolis 2020 was a whirlpool of social unrest. A good example of cancel culture came with the Black Lives Matter. Revitalized anti-racism movements were set off by the scandalous murder but this time brands that were not fully prepared to issue proper statements on the matter also took a hit.

But what kind of mistakes may be worth cancelling a whole brand. Certainly, it will not be a tasteless meme as shown above, but ignorance or a whole plethora of offensive behavior on the other hand is a perfect reason for modern social media users to try and cancel the brand.

Ignorance may be accidental; it may be from laziness or maybe a brand just did not care not care enough – it does not matter. Cultural ignorance and cultural pride are one of the hottest topics in 2021 and this figurative train shows no signs of stopping any
time soon. With racial scandals on every corner, it becomes increasingly harder for brands not to get targeted for trying something risky and unorthodox in their advertising campaigns. But carelessness and ignorance still come first. Tastelessness in advertising via culture-specific phenomena is unfortunately not seldom which leads to quite a strong backlash. One such backlash was followed after Kurl-On, a mattress brand used Malala Yousafzai in their “Bounce back” advertising campaign. The poster for the campaign can be seen below:

![Bounce Back Ad](image)

The concept still puzzles people to this day as it not only trivializes the hardships the young girl has been through but also almost mockingly shows her recovery and life path that almost ended prematurely. Malala was targeted for speaking out against female discrimination in the field of education and was targeted for the transgressions against Taliban and their views on female education. Surviving a gunshot wound after an attempt on her life at the age of 15, Malala still is an active proponent of limited female education and is renowned by the global communities for her bravery and stoicism. The horrific and offensive advertisement was quickly removed as it faced terrible backlash.
But the cultural ignorance may show even in many other ways. Sometimes a local brand even without access to the Internet may be able to not only offend people but also disgrace a country. Here is a picture of a local batch of branded ice-cream made in India:

![Image of ice-cream carton with Hitler imagery](image)

The imagery of Hitler used on these cartons was discovered by media almost a month after the batch was gone and while the naming had quite a unique and not exactly relative to the Hitler we all know backstory it did not stop the outrage that followed. Neeraj Kumar, the owner of the ice-cream line had no idea silly naming would rise such a scandal. Naming his ice-cream to make fun of his relative with the same nickname he did not expect to face such consequences. After the news of the “Hitler ice-cream” broke, India’s congress leader Shashi Tharoor stated his disgust with the name of the brand via Twitter, comparing it to the Germans making Godse sausages.

2.4 Questions of gender, context and badmouthing in marketing

Coming back to the topic of linguistic blunder, the following promotional material was released in Russia and received a very negative reaction from the public. Here are the promotional materials that caused the commotion:
In 2019 a feminist campaign issued by Reebok had spectacularly failed to public misconception of the messages on the posters. The advertising materials instead became memes and quickly spread across the web inevitable insuring that these promotional pictures will stay on the internet forever.

One of the most discussed topics two years ago was the advertising campaign #НИВКАКИЕРАМКИ launched by Reebok Russia. The brand has dedicated advertising to girls who have to fight against stereotypes about traditional “female” activities. But the message of the company did not reach the desired audience: the discussion was reduced to the phrase shown in the picture above.

With backlash the offensive materials were promptly removed, while the rest of the promotional pictures albeit shaky in their wording were left untouched.

Nike Women, on the other hand, in 2017 released a video clip featuring a small girl singing on a stage a classical Russian song “Из чего же, из чего же…”, delivering the same message as the failed Reebok campaign and battling the traditional female stereotypes. What the latter fails however and the former realizes perfectly is having balance and unobtrusiveness. (Appendix A)

While reviewing Appendix B it can also be noted that materials are widely inappropriate for a child-friendly brand also raise the question of context. Nevertheless, this clearly sounds aggressive and insulting and results in the opposite response from the consumers. In addition to that, such specific phrasings are lost contextually and logically
as it does not really have a clear and defined end-goal, aside from being loud and “in your face”. Even the posters that were left untouched are walking the thin line between being claimed as anti-female using rather sexist phrases that mock stereotypes of women. (Appendix C)

2.5 Characterizing non-traditional marketing

Stepping away from the mistakes made in the marketing industry it is high time to talk about all things successful and non-traditional. Once again coming back to the loop of customer innovation and marketing innovation, it is important to note that with the mass use of strategies they start to lose efficiency. And once again, as it was mentioned in the literature review, digital marketing, which is still considered a non-traditional strategy tool is slowly becoming all-present and only time and research will tell whether it will lose efficiency with the more widespread use. What makes digital marketing unique in this case is the fact that digital presence is highlighted by the youth culture. The digital space is here to stay and the more prevalent question is what will happen first – digital marketing will become less effective or more traditional marketing strategies will become redundant on a bigger scale. Speaking of which, right now the situation is not critical however the current adolescent generation statistically watch less television and spend more time in social networks and streaming services without exposure to TV-advertising. This and many other factors like the stagnating popularity of newspapers are the exact reason people come up with new and extraordinary ways to promote their material.

Shocking, surprising, creative, innovative and evoking emotions – these are the true characteristics of a non-traditional marketing practices. By making the consumer feel and not just simply think about the products it creates a special connection between the brand, the consumer and the product.
3 Analysis of non-traditional marketing efficiency

For this part it is important to note that all the works and articles connected to non-traditional marketing were previously analyzed in the literature review and describe the untapped potential of non-traditional strategies and its efficiency. But to understand whether it is actually true that non-traditional marketing has potential further testing is required.

Which is why a special social poll was designed for this paper. The research method for the examined topic is qualitative as this is a more suitable for explorative research. The questions of the questionnaire were designed on the basis of 25 untraditional strategies or campaigns. After careful analysis the general ideas and core mechanics were extrapolated to find out whether these unorthodox ideas would be as effective as presumed.

During the polling period 70 people have recorded their answers to the questionnaire. The full list of questions and results in diagram form can be seen in Appendices D&E.

Incidentally the results of the research the poll had an even split in age, with Generation Z making and Millenials having the same number of entries. According to the poll 63.9 percent of the questioned people actually have knowledge of marketing with only 1 person marking that their knowledge in marketing was negligible.

With general questions out of the way, the results of the main part of the survey make out a quite a positive picture for the non-traditional types of advertising. With the exact statistics presented in the Appendix E, the general consensus among the polled shows that an unorthodox approach to marketing does give its own fruit when realized correctly.

4 Conclusion

Marketing is ever-evolving, ever-changing. With the arrival of virtual space society enters a new era that would speed through trends, news and all the other things
exponentially faster. This does include non-traditional marketing. This research paper characterized key points of non-traditional marketing strategies, analyzed and brought to light proof of their effectiveness, discussed and outlined the importance of linguistic and cultural aspects and their effect on marketing as a whole and showed how youth culture can cynically delete or enhance a brand.

Non-traditional marketing strategies are promotional campaigns, stunts and innovative ideas that invoke emotion and make sure a consumer remembers the brand. This does not necessarily mean that emotions shall always be positive and these advertisements may sometimes bend social norms and laws but that is exactly what makes them so attractive to consumers. These are the things that consumers will remember. The reason may be in the attractive and original website design or a tie-in event for the product or service, or perhaps even an idea of the brand heartily engaged consumers and had positive feedback. While there are many reasons all of them are connected to non-traditional marketing. In the grey and mundane world of today creativity and shock value prove their usefulness. With the results gathered from the social poll and with specifics of linguistic- and culture-related aspects being clearly defined through negative examples this work may play its role as a supporting pillar of marketing evolution.
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The Social Poll Overview

Question 1
Do you have any knowledge in the marketing field?
- Yes
- No
Question 2
Do infographics influence your opinion on the brand or organization?
- Yes
- No
- Other

Question 3
Have you ever purchased a product promoted by an influencer?
- Yes
- No

Question 4
Do you base your opinion about a brand/organization on their activity/popularity on social media?
- Yes
- No

Question 5
In 2018, in the United States, Domino's pizzeria announced the launch of the Paving for Pizza campaign, which aimed to repair roads for a more comfortable and easy pizza delivery. Customers could call the pizzeria and report a hole in the road in their area at any time. Would you take part in this type of promotion? Would you use the services of a campaign organizer more often? (Figure _)
- I would participate and use their services more often
- I won't partake but will use their services more often
- I will participate but I will not use their services more often
- I will neither partake nor use their services

Question 6
Would such a billboard attract your attention? (Figure E.1)
- Yes
- No

Question 7
What words would best describe the above-mentioned billboard?
- Creative
- Funny
- Unpleasant
- Scary
- Interesting
- Other

Question 8
Would you try a product if it was purchased/used by a big number of people?
- Yes
Question 9
Musical app Spotify is well-known for its personalized music playlists. In 2019 the app introduced new playlists for every zodiac sign which would reflect their state in the horoscope. Please tick your opinion on such “innovation”
- Interesting
- Nonsense
- Very cool, will definitely check out my zodiac playlist
- Creative
- Other

Question 10
In 2010 population witnessed a collab between Tesla and SpaceX, the culmination of which turned out to be a launch of Tesla Roadster into open space. Which of the below-mentioned statement in your opinion can be related to this stunt?
- I do not understand why this was done
- Looks cool and interesting
- Creative way to promote a car
- Interesting marketing strategy, thanks to which I found out about Tesla
- Nothing from the above-mentioned

Question 11
One of the most popular video games today is Fortnite - a shooter with an emphasis on customizing your character. To increase the popularity of the game, the developers decided to add popular characters from movies and other equally popular games. So, at the moment, players have the opportunity to take the form of such characters as John Wick from the film of the same name, the Imperial Stormtrooper from the original Star Wars trilogy, or become one of the many characters in the Marvel comics universe. The players themselves compare this opportunity with the way children used to bring together their own various toys and invent games themselves. Select among the following more suitable descriptions for this promotion.
- Cool
- Interesting
- Nonsense
- Boring
- Creative
- Innovative
- Other

Question 12
Lastly, do you remember any marketing slogans or catchphrases?
- Yes
- No

Question 13
Write them down if possible.

Appendix E
Укажите свой возраст
72 ответа

Пол
72 ответа

Есть ли у Вас знания в сфере маркетинга?
72 ответа
Влияет ли инфографика на ваше мнение об организации?
71 ответ

- Да: 25.4%
- Нет: 73.2%
- Зависит от качества сайта и самой инфографики: 1.4%

Приобретали ли вы продукты reklамируемые влиюнерами?
72 ответа

- Да: 54.2%
- Нет: 45.8%

Основываете ли вы свое мнение об организации по активности/количеству подписчиков в социальных сетях?
72 ответа

- Да: 37.5%
- Нет: 62.5%
В 2018 году в США пиццерия Domino’s объявила о начале акции “Paving for Pizza”, целью которой был ремонт дорог для более комфортной и легкой доставки пиццы в целости и сохранности. Клиенты могли ознакомиться в пиццерии и сообщить о яме на дороге в их районе в любое время. Приняли ли бы Вы участие в акции подобного типа? Пользовались ли бы Вы чаще услугами организатора акции?
72 ответа

- Да прямо участву и буду чаще пользоваться их услугами (33,8%)
- Участие приму но буду чаще пользоваться их услугами (18,1%)
- Участие приму но буду пользоваться услугами (47,2%)
- Не приму участие и не буду пользоваться услугами (3,9%)

Посмотрите на биллборд. Привлекли ли бы Вас такой рекламный щит?
71 ответ

- Да (33,8%)
- Нет (66,2%)

Что из нижеперечисленного Вы бы отнесли к такой рекламе?
71 ответ

- Креативно — 40 (56,3%)
- Смешно — 14 (19,7%)
- Неприятно — 13 (18,3%)
- Странный — 14 (19,7%)
- Не интересно — 1 (1,4%)
- Навязчиво — 1 (1,4%)
- Лаконично — 1 (1,4%)
- Dark pattern, сам дизайн пр. — 1 (1,4%)
- Непредсказуемо — 1 (1,4%)
- Опасно - такой себе ход м., — 1 (1,4%)
- Контрастно. Визуально при. — 1 (1,4%)
- Странный — 1 (1,4%)

159
Попробовали бы Вы продукт если при Вас его приобрело/использовало большое количество людей?

71 ответ

- Да 29,6%
- Нет 59,2%
- Если он полезен, то да.
- Влияет не количество людей, а качество...
- Если он мне действительно нужен.
- По отзывам
- От продукта зависит
- не уверен

Подумал бь

Попробовали бы Вы продукт если при Вас его приобрело/использовало большое количество людей?

71 ответ

- И нет и да, зависит от продукта, мне важны отзывы от моих знакомых / близких
- Подумал бы

Музыкальное приложение Spotify славится персонализированными подборками музыкальных треков. В 2019 году в приложении появились плейлисты для каждого знака зодиака и их состояние в гороскопе. Отметьте ниже Ваше отношение к данной "инновации".

71 ответ

- Интересно
- Полный бред
- Интересно, обязательно посмотрю плейлист с моим зодиаком
- Креативно
- Не особо интересно, но музыку послушаю


160
В 2018 году результатом коллаборации компаний Tesla и SpaceX стал запуск спортивного автомобиля Tesla Roadster в открытый космос. Из нижеперечисленного отметьте наиболее близкие к Вашему мнению.

71 ответ

Я не понимаю зачем это было сделано - 18 (25,4 %)
Выглядит интересно и кругло - 19 (26,8 %)
Креативно проработаны машина - 39 (54,0 %)
Ничего из вышеперечисленного - 7 (9,9 %)
Интересный гиб, благодаря ему я узнал о существовании... - 9 (12,7 %)

Одной из самых популярных видеориг на сегодняшний день остается Fortnite - шутер с упором на кастомизацию своего персонажа. Для повышения популярности игры разработчики решили добавлять популярных персонажей из кино и других не менее популярных игр. Так на данный момент у игроков есть возможность принять облик таких персонажей как Джокер из одноименного фильма, Импера из оригинальной трилогии Звездных Воин или же стать одним из многочисленных персонажей комикс- вселенной Marvel. Сами игроки сравнивают данную возможность с тем, как раньше дети приносили свои самые разные игрушки и сами придумывали игры. Отметьте среди нижеперечисленного более подходящее описание для подобной акции.

71 ответ

Прикольно - 47 (60,2 %)
Интересно - 32 (40,1 %)
Бред - 4 (5,8 %)
Случайно - 6 (8,5 %)
Креативно - 24 (30,8 %)
Инновационно - 5 (7 %)

Одной из самых популярных видеориг на сегодняшний день остается Fortnite - шутер с упором на кастомизацию своего персонажа. Для повышения популярности игры разработчики решили добавлять популярных персонажей из кино и других не менее популярных игр. Так на данный момент у игроков есть возможность принять облик таких персонажей как Джокер из одноименного фильма, Импера из оригинальной трилогии Звездных Воин или же стать одним из многочисленных персонажей комикс- вселенной Marvel. Сами игроки сравнивают данную возможность с тем, как раньше дети приносили свои самые разные игрушки и сами придумывали игры. Отметьте среди нижеперечисленного более подходящее описание для подобной акции.

71 ответ

Прикольно - 47 (60,2 %)
Интересно - 32 (40,1 %)
Бред - 4 (5,8 %)
Случайно - 6 (8,5 %)
Креативно - 24 (30,8 %)
Инновационно - 5 (7 %)
List of slogans mentioned (the list follows the order of the Google Form):
1. Just do it!
2. Just do it!
3. Just do it
4. Just do it
5. Из рекламы амбробене, m&m’s, Сникерс.
6. Just Do It, Das Auto
7. Just do it
8. Сделай паузу - съешь киткат
9. Раздвинь и расслабься (Реклама раскладывающихся диванов)
10. Сделай паузу - съешь киткат
11. Just do it
12. 88005553555 проще позвонить чем у кого-то занимать
13. Just do it, ведь ты этого достойна, 88005553535 проще позвонить чем у кого-то занимать,
14. МакДональдс: вот что я люблю!
15. Тойота - вправляй мечтой
16. I am loving it
17. Просто добавь воды
18. Свежесть белья - заслуга моя. В животе ураган - принимай Эспумизан.
19. Чудо, J7
20. Фруто Няня: в помощь маме! И папе!
21. Всегда на шаг впереди
22. Голос Пятёрочки!
23. Ммм, Данон! Лююююбятово; Для здоровья мальыша - Агуша; Фрутоняня, помощь маме; не
24. Прошу от жизни все; не тормози сникерсни; во имя добра (пиво сокол); хороши как ни крути
25. Всегда на шаг впереди
26. Пара - па пам вот что я люблю
27. Ммм, Данон! Лююююбятово; Для здоровья мальыша - Агуша; Фрутоняня, помощь маме; не
28. Город Пятёрочки!
29. Город Пятёрочки!
30. Ммм, Данон! Лююююбятово; Для здоровья мальыша - Агуша; Фрутоняня, помощь маме; не
31. Город Пятёрочки!
32. Город Пятёрочки!
33. Город Пятёрочки!
34. Город Пятёрочки!
35. Город Пятёрочки!
36. Город Пятёрочки!
37. Город Пятёрочки!
38. Город Пятёрочки!
39. Город Пятёрочки!
40. Город Пятёрочки!
41. Город Пятёрочки!
42. Город Пятёрочки!
43. Нам не все равно (М.Видео)
44. Фруто Няня: в помощь маме! И папе!
45. Вы все еще кипятите? Тогда мы идем к вам!
46. Не тормози, сникерсни - потому что он провальный. Сделай паузу скушай твикс. Это Таньки Верде форте уничтожает он микробы в горле - Тимати (с). Impossible is nothing - Адидас
47. i'm love in it!
48. Just do it; мир без аллергии (если такое считается - какое то лекарство от аллергии)
49. Тойота - управляй мечтой
50. Вот что я люблю
51. "8-800-555-35-35, лучше позвонить чем у кого-то занимать" и "Не тормози, сникерсни"
52. А ты налей и отойди!
53. Just do it; United Colors of Benetton; Maybe She's Born With It. Maybe It's Maybelline
54. I love it (McDonald's)
55. Живи на яркой стороне
56. Недавно покупал кофе: Несpresso, что же еще?